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made in Germany

PASSION FOR SPA AND 
WELLNESS ENGINEERING 

Passion for spa and wellness engineering is deeply 
rooted at EOS and can be felt in each of our products. 
An EOS product arouses desire and forms the basis 
for a place of relaxation. EOS products convey pure 
elegance and luxury. They combine aesthetics, quali-
ty and functionality in equal measure.

The passion for spa and wellness engineering has 
always been our motivation. Since the foundation 
in 1944, our company has experienced a rapid and 
steady development. From market leader for design 
sauna heaters, EOS has developed into the luxury 
brand for spa and wellness hardware for private and 
commercial use with a large range of sauna heaters, 
infrared and steam room equipment, the correspond-
ing control units and a wide range of accessories.

However, the focus of our activities has always been 
the idea to realize high-quality spa and wellness hard-
ware with which wellness oases can be equipped to 
meet the highest demands.

Our recipe for success are contemporary, technical-
ly innovative products of the highest quality, with a 
trend-setting and, if desired, extravagant design.

EOS products are sold in over 80 countries world-
wide. They are the result of intensive engineering, 
the use of highest quality materials and the most 
careful manufacturing. We focus on the combination 
of modern production facilities and elaborate crafts-
manship.

Our products are manufactured exclusively in our 
manufactory in Driedorf, Germany. On site we have 
the opportunity to expand the know-how of our em-
ployees over the long term, thus permanently man-
ifesting the highest level of quality. It is therefore a 
standard procedure that each individual product 
is subjected to extensive tests before delivery. Our 
products impress with maximum durability and con-
tribute to a unique sense of well-being through the 
combination of functionality and design.



EOS Vision 
and Future

Distinctive character,
unique design



EOS Future
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PASSION MAKES 
THE DIFFERENCE

With the products from the Vision and Future sauna 
heater series, we are passionately setting a new mile-
stone in modern sauna hardware design.

The strong design concept is based on a high lev-
el of individualization. All variants are inspired by a  
distinctive attention to detail and at the same time 
sculptural design language, whereby the inclined 
design itself represents something very special. The 
handcrafted polished stainless steel frames form an 
attractive contrast to the elegant black matt finish  
and emphasize the futuristic and noble character.

Powerful and gentle at the same time, the elegant 
natural stone base complements the perfect design. 
The fine shine of the natural stone, its extreme re-
sistance and creative adaptability make this material 
attractive. With the optional matching stone strips at 
the top part, a harmonious overall appearance is cre-
ated.

EOS Vision and Future stand for maximum durability.

8 Garantie* 
auf den 
EOS Vision 
und FutureJahre

*According to our warranty conditions: www.eos-sauna.com/en/warranty-conditions

8 Warranty* 
on the
EOS Vision 
and FutureYears



Giallo VenezianoNero Impala Silver Wave

EOS Future StoneEOS Vision Stone
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MAXIMUM  
FREEDOM OF DESIGN

EOS Vision and Future stand for more space and di-
versity. The noble materials of this sauna heater series 
emphasize your personal style and make your sauna 
cabin unique.

Each of these two types of sauna heaters has a 
unique design concept; the EOS Future is completely 
inclined, whereas the EOS Vision is angled twice in its 
inclination. What is special about both sauna heaters 
is that the body appears to be floating above the ele-
gant natural stone base.

No matter which of these two sauna heaters you 
choose, you have the choice between three high-
class types of natural stone for the base.

With the optionally available lighting in the base, the 
elegant and floating appearance of the sauna heat-
er series is additionally emphasized and effectively 
set. Different colour variations can be selected to suit 
your mood.

You can also choose a matching counterpart for the 
top part to match the base, or you can opt for a mod-
ern, linear top part with a matt black finish.
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EOS Vision and Future also impress in terms of safety.

The optionally available heater guard rail made of 
polished stainless steel is absolutely extraordinary. 
Separate guard rail brackets are available for an indi-
vidual safety guard rail.

The EOSafe L safety system, which is discreetly desig-
ned in black, provides additional safety and can be 
easily attached to the top of the rock store frame.

PREMIUM DESIGN 
DOES NOT EXCLUDE SAFETY 
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made in Germany

EOS Saunatechnik GmbH 
Schneiderstriesch 1 
35759 Driedorf, Germany
info@eos-sauna.de 
www.eos-sauna.com


